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Visual attention is captured by transient signals in the periphery of the visual ﬁeld, allowing enhanced
perceptual representations in spatial tasks. However, it has been reported that the same cues impair per-
formance in temporal tasks (e.g., Yeshurun, 2004; Yeshurun & Levy, 2003). This ﬁndings suggest that
transient attention enhances the activity of slow, high-resolution channels, like parvocellular neurons,
and/or shuts off faster channels better sensitive to low spatial frequencies, such as the ones of the mag-
nocellular system. To test this idea, we have measured the spatio-temporal perceptive ﬁelds for tran-
siently cued signals at various eccentricities using the classiﬁcation images (CI) technique. At near
eccentricities transient attention caused the perceptual templates to be sharper in space and character-
ized by much stronger high spatial frequency components. At the same time, they show a consistently
larger temporal integration window. These effects of attention on perceptual ﬁlters are strongly reduced
at far eccentricities and disappear when using longer target–cue lags. These data provide evidence in sup-
port of the parvocellular model of transient, exogenous attention, showing that in the presence of a well
timed spatial cue observers rely on noisy evidence lasting longer and with ﬁner spatial conﬁgurations.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Selection of visual information is of primary relevance in our
overwhelmingly rich visual world. Since cortical computations have
a highmetabolic cost, the processing capacity of the visual system is
limited and insufﬁcient for processing all the bits of information
present in each moment in the visual ﬁeld. This is why we need
mechanisms to optimally allocate processing resources, in space
and time, according to the task demands (Lennie, 2003). By allocat-
ing processing resources in favor of selected stimuli, attention al-
lows performance optimization, given the capacity limits of our
visual system (Pashler, 1998). Several studies have revealed that
observers respond faster and more accurately to a stimulus when
it occurs at an attended location (Bonnel, Possamai, & Schmitt,
1987; Carrasco, Giordano, &McElree, 2004; Cheal, Lyon, & Hubbard,
1991; Posner, 1980, for a review, see Carrasco, 2011). In recent years,
however, a growing body of literature has shown that visual atten-
tion does not always facilitate perceptual processing. For example,
Yeshurun and Carrasco (1998) found that transient visual attention
(i.e., phasic, stimulus-dependent, involuntary component) improves
the detection of texture segregation at the periphery of the visualll rights reserved.
ent of Psychology, Stanford
all, Stanford, CA 94305, USA.
si).ﬁeld, but hampers detection at more central locations, while in a la-
ter study the showed that the effects of sustained attention (i.e., to-
nic, voluntary component) on texture segregation hold at all
eccentricities (Yeshurun, Montagna, & Carrasco, 2008). Even more
surprisingly, Yeshurun and Levy (2003) and Yeshurun (2004) re-
ported attentional impairments in temporal discrimination tasks.
The dissociation between transient and sustained components of
attention has been acknowledged for decades (e.g., Jonides, 1981;
Nakayama &Mackeben, 1989), but a series of studies from the Carr-
asco Lab (Giordano, McElree, & Carrasco, 2009; Ling & Carrasco,
2006a, 2006b; Yeshurun, Montagna, & Carrasco, 2008) have shown
that they can have differential effects on performance. These ﬁnd-
ings rule out the possibility that attention can be merely described
as a sort of aspeciﬁc linear ‘facilitatory’ effect. The term ‘attention’
probably denotes a very heterogeneous family of different neural
phenomena. As suggested by Ling and Carrasco (2006a, 2006b),
what we call ‘transient’ and ‘sustained’ attention could constitute
two independent processes. In this study, we have investigated the
effects of the transient component of attention on the spatial and
temporal mechanisms deployed by the visual system. The research
to date has focused mostly on the spatial effects of transient atten-
tion, while the temporal effects are less known. However, the
description of the relationship between the spatial and temporal
dimensions of transient attention is crucial to comprehend its effects
on perceptualmechanisms. As previouslymentioned, Yeshurun and
Levy (2003) have provided evidence for a performance impairment
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ca & Christie, 2009). In their experiment, when a brief cue engaged
transient, exogenous attention to one location, the detection of a
temporal gap between two brief ﬂashes was impaired. The negative
effect of cueingwas reduced by repeating the task with isoluminant
color stimuli, towhich themagnocellular system is blind (Yeshurun,
2004). This evidencewas taken to suggest that the impairmentof the
temporal resolution could be explainedby an attentional facilitation
of the activity of parvocellular neurons at the attended location. It is
well known that parvocellular neurons exhibit smaller receptive
ﬁelds and longer response duration than the magnocellular units
(e.g., Maunsell & Gibson, 1992). Hence, by facilitating the activity
of parvocellular activity, visual attentionwould enhance spatial res-
olution, as reported in many studies (e.g., Carrasco & Yeshurun,
2009; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1999). However, the prolonged re-
sponse of the parvocellular system would minimize the possibility
to detect a temporal gap in between twoconsecutiveﬂashes (Yeshu-
run & Levy, 2003), given that stimuli at the attended location would
be integrated over a relatively long period. At least three related
ﬁndings are coherent with this parvocellular account of transient
exogenous attention: (1) the improvement of spatial resolution at
attended locations (e.g., Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998); (2) the atten-
tional persistence of perceived stimulus duration (e.g., Enns, Bre-
haut, & Shore, 1999; Mattes & Ulrich, 1998; Yeshurun & Marom,
2008); (3) the selective perisaccadic suppression of stimuli pro-
cessed by themagnocellular systemaccompaniedby intact sensitiv-
ity to parvocellular targets (e.g., Burr & Morrone, 1996; Burr,
Morrone, & Ross, 1994).
Typically, the spatial dimension of transient attention has been
investigated with spatial tasks (e.g., texture segregation) whereas
the temporal dimension has been explored in temporal tasks (e.g.,
temporal gap detection) and seldom in the same study. Some
researchers suggest that space and time are orthogonal dimensions
of the basic mechanisms of the visual system (Lehky, 1985; Wilson,
1980). In contrast, other physiological and psychophysical observa-
tions show strong interactions between these two dimensions (e.g.,
Carrasco, 1990), and some studies have observed a trade-off be-
tween spatial and temporal resolution (Wilson & Bergen, 1979).
For example, while spatial resolution is maximal in the fovea and
relies on small receptive ﬁelds, temporal resolution increases with
eccentricity and is higher in cells characterized by large receptive
ﬁelds (Allen & Hess, 1992; Schiller & Logothetis, 1990). Therefore,
the effects of spatial attention on temporal processing are not easily
predictable. Speciﬁcally, if spatial and temporal processing were
independent, then spatial resolution enhancements should be
accompanied by either an increment of temporal resolution or no
effect on temporal resolution. Alternatively, if the spatial and tem-
poral domains were dependent, as suggested by the parvocellular
model of attention (Yeshurun & Levy, 2003), spatial attention
should decrease the temporal resolution of visual processing when
spatial resolution is enhanced. In this paper, we used a classiﬁcation
images (CIs) technique (Ahumada, 2002; Ahumada & Lovell, 1971;
Eckstein & Ahumada, 2002) to describe both the spatial and tempo-
ral dimensions of transient attention within the same spatial task.
This technique implies the use of external noise in a perceptual
detection or discrimination task to derive ‘perceptual ﬁelds, i.e.,
the characteristics of the image noise the led observers to speciﬁc
response categories. Relying on how observers classify visual noise
samples, it is an ‘agnostic’ technique that allows us measure the
correlation between characteristics of external noise and the obser-
ver’s response and iswell suited to observe the changes in the use of
visual information that are introduced by attentional modulations
(e.g., Eckstein, Shimozaki, & Abbey, 2002). In particular, the tech-
nique that we adopted here is an extension of the methodology
introduced by Neri and Heeger (2002), in which a luminance-mod-
ulated bar was embedded in 2d (spatio-temporal) uniformly-dis-tributed dynamic noise in order to probe both the spatial and the
temporal characteristics of the perceptual ﬁlters involved in detec-
tion and identiﬁcation of luminance-deﬁned stimuli. Here we use a
similar paradigm in different cueing and eccentricity conditions in
order to observe how perceptual ﬁlters for attended locations are
inﬂuenced by transient attention.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Stimuli and procedure
Stimuli were generated in Matlab, using the Psychophysics
Toolbox for Macintosh (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and displayed
on a 1900 Mitsubishi Diamond Plus monitor at a refresh rate of
75 Hz and a mean luminance of 35 cd/m2. The noise was composed
by 11 adjacent bars, each with a luminance comprised between
±3.5 cd/m2 relative to the background luminance and subtending
0.1  1.1. A new, uncorrelated noise sample was replaced every
27 ms for a total of nine frames (243 ms). The signal consisted in
an increment of luminance equal to ±4.5 cd/m2 relative to the
background, centered on the sixth bar of the ﬁfth frame, hence
resulting centered on the spatio-temporal matrix of the stimulus
(Fig. 1). The increment of luminance for the target yielded accura-
cies ranging between 73% and 82% in different observers and con-
ditions (see § 3.1 below). In each trial two noise matrices were
displayed, whose center was located 3 to the left and to the right
of the ﬁxation point, respectively. The signal bar was added to the
central noise bar of the 5th frame of only one matrix. Observers
were asked to report the target position (‘‘Was the target in the
right or in the left matrix?’’) by using two keyboard keys in a forced
choice design. Observers were informed that the target could ap-
pear only at the center of one of the two spatiotemporal matrices.
The response triggered the following trial with a delay variable be-
tween 200 and 500 ms to avoid temporal cues. Each observer col-
lected 10,000 trials per condition, in blocks of 100 trials. Catch
trials including the signal, without the noise, where presented
every 25 trial in order to maintain the representation of the signal.
In the attentional conditions, a small, horizontal line subtending
0.1  0.05 at a luminance of 17 cd/m2 was presented 0.3 above
the central bar of either the right or the left matrix. We used two
different cueing conditions, one within and one outside the tempo-
ral window of transient attention; the latter allowed us to control
both response biases produced by the cue and observers’ cognitive
strategies that could mask any purely attentional effect. In order to
capture transient attention, it was displayed 120 ms before the sig-
nal and was completely non-informative (i.e., 50% valid) about the
side of the signal. We reasoned that a similar cue could summon
automatic, involuntary attention without providing information
that could lead to response biases (i.e., responses to the side of
the cue, not of the perceived signal; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005)
and avoiding any effect of voluntary attention. Separate analyses
of possible response bias were performed by comparing the ten-
dency to report the cue size at each block and observer (n = 100
per observer) with chance (one sample t-test); for all observers
we got p > 0.05, conﬁrming that the cue did not introduce a re-
sponse bias. The Cue 250 condition was identical to the Cue condi-
tion, except for the timing of the cue, which preceded the target
onset of 250 ms. In the Far Eccentricity condition the two patches
of the stimulus appeared at 9 from ﬁxation and their size was
scaled by a factor of 5 as indicated in Fig. 1.2.2. Observers
We tested three observers. Two of them were undergraduate
students of psychology, unaware about the aim of the experiment,
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Stimuli were two streams of one-dimensional luminance noise (range: 35 ± 3.5 cd/m2) centered at 3 (NE) or 9 (FE) to the right and to the left of
ﬁxation. Spatially, the noise formed two stripy patterns of 11 vertical bars of 0.1  1.1 (NE) or 0.5  5.5 (FE), centered at 3 or 9, respectively in the two experiments. Nine
independent noise samples for each side were shown at each trial with a refresh rate of 27 ms to result in 2D spatio-temporal matrices (B). The target was a bright increment
of 4.5 cd/m2 occurring in the middle (6th) bar of the 5th frame in one of the two streams on a random base. When present, the cue was a transient line of 0.1  0.05 (NE) or
0.5  0.25 placed on top of one of the two streams independently on the presence of the target. In two different conditions the cue onset preceded the target by 120 or by
250 ms to be within or outside the window of exogenous transient attention, respectively (e.g., Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005). Observers were asked to report the side in which
they saw the target.
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mal or corrected to normal vision. Observers were treated in accor-
dance with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments involving humans.2.3. Classiﬁcation images analysis
An appropriate classiﬁcation of noise samples according to the
observers’ responses in a task allow to derive classiﬁcation images.
Notice that in this article we will use the term ‘classiﬁcation
images’, ‘perceptual ﬁeld’ and ‘template’ interchangeably; they
are widely used terms in literature and allow us to avoid repeti-
tions in the text. At each trial, we recorded one of the spatiotempo-
ral noise matrices and classiﬁed it on the basis of the observer
responses in the four classical categories (hit, false alarm, correct
rejection, miss). In the attentional condition, the matrix recorded
at each trial was the randomly cued matrix. In the neutral condi-
tion, an algorithm randomly selected and recorded one of the
two matrices at each trial. Thus the classiﬁcation of each noise ma-
trix was performed on the basis of the matrix selected by the algo-
rithm (which corresponded to the cued one in the attentional
conditions) and the observer’s response. For example, when the
algorithm selected the left matrix in a trial, the stimulus was
displayed on the right and the observer responded ‘right’, the noise
matrix selected was classiﬁed as a correct rejection. If instead the
same stimulus was displayed on the left, the noise matrix was clas-
siﬁed as a miss.
We computed the classiﬁcation images by calculating both the
mean (l) and the variance (r2) template according to the following
formulae:
(1) Mean template (x  t) = l(1,1)(x  t) + l(0,1)(x  t)  l(1,0)(x  t) 
l(0,0) (x  t).
(2) Variance template ðx  tÞ¼r2ð1;1Þðx  tÞþr2ð0;1Þðx  tÞr2ð1;0Þðx  tÞ
r2ð0;0Þðx  tÞ.in which l(s,r) and r2ðs;rÞ are the mean and variance of the noise
images obtained for each response class (s, r), where s is the signal
(0 absent, 1 present) and r is the observer’s response.In order to
assess the statistical signiﬁcance of individual pixels of the tem-
plates, we performed a pixel-by-pixel one sample t-test on boot-
strapped data samples (N = 100). Each bootstrapped data sample
was compared with a zero-activated pattern with mean 0 and var-
iance 1. The activations reported in Figs. 2–6 are made up by signif-
icant pixels (p < 0.05).
3. Results
In all the experiments reported below we measured the ‘per-
ceptive ﬁelds’ for detecting a spatio-temporally localized lumi-
nance increment measured by using Classiﬁcation Images at two
different eccentricities (Near Eccentricity, NE and Far Eccentricity,
FE), in order to modulate the relative activity of channels with dif-
ferent spatial and temporal selectivities, that are known to be dis-
tributed anisotropically across eccentricities (e.g., Hilz & Cavonius,
1974).
3.1. Accuracy
Based on pilot measures, we selected a luminance value of the
target signal (4.5 cd/m2) that was kept constant throughout
observers and conditions and that left performance at a threshold
level close to 75%. The selected value was optimal to keep the sig-
nal around threshold and to rely on a consistent number of errors
for deriving classiﬁcation images. Therefore, any effect introduced
by the cueing conditions should reﬂect on the relative accuracy
when comparing different conditions. Table 1 reports the mean
and standard deviations of the accuracy calculated by averaging
across 100 blocks of trials for each observer and condition. In all
cases performance is stable around the desired accuracy criterion
(Table 1); however, thanks to the high number of accuracy
Fig. 2. Mean templates for the NE experiment. Each panel reports the mean spatiotemporal pattern of activation for each observer (AC, CB and NM) and condition (Neutral,
Cue 250 and Cue). In red, we plot positive correlations of noise with target present responses. In blue we plot negative correlations with target present responses, implying a
form of inhibition by which observers exploited those pixels for positive responses when they were of opposite luminance polarity relative to the target. In the spatial
dimension (abscissae) for all the three observers and conditions, most of the activation across space is centered at the target location (i.e., the middle bars). However, while in
the Neutral and the Cue 250 condition (top and middle panels) inhibition is sparse throughout the kernel without a proper pattern, in the Cue condition (bottom panels) the
blue pixels are mostly concentrated in the two ﬂanking sides of the target. In the temporal dimension, in the Neutral and Cue 250 conditions (top and middle panels), subjects
are able to exclude noise bits at the beginning and, with the exception of CB, at the end of the stream, suggesting relatively short integration windows. When the cue is
displayed at a lag falling within the window of exogenous, transient attention (bottom panels), observers’ positive responses (target present) rely on the whole set of frames
of which the stimulus is composed. In other words, observers tend to integrate noise pixels throughout the duration of the streams with transient attention, even though they
know that the target is in the central frame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 3. Mean templates for the FE experiment. Each panel reports the mean spatiotemporal pattern of activation for each observer (AC, CB and NM) and condition (Neutral,
top, and Cue, bottom). At 9, beside the stimuli were scaled to match visibility, the mean templates show no difference.
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statistical differences in performance between key conditions.Table 2 reports the key statistical comparisons obtained by
executing paired t-tests for individual observers between cued
Fig. 4. Averaged templates over time (N = 3). Panel A shows the activation proﬁles
obtained in the central slices, i.e. in the spatial position of the target across the
whole set of frames of the noise matrix. The upper graph reports data for the three
conditions of the NE experiment: Neutral (squares, straight line ﬁt), Cue (circles,
dotted line ﬁt) and Cue 250 (triangle, dashed line ﬁt); the lower graph plots the two
conditions of the FE experiment. The error bars of each point report the SEMs. The
ﬁve datasets are ﬁtted with a (weighted) gaussian function with mean and
asymptote ﬁxed at 0 and 0.0001, respectively, and standard deviation free to vary in
order to estimate the width of the temporal integration window of the underlying
mechanisms. In all cases the gaussian ﬁts were appropriate, showing R2 in the range
of 0.75–0.95. Panel B shows a bar graph of the sigma obtained by the gaussian
ﬁtting procedure for the ﬁve conditions, indicating clearly that whereas the Cue
condition at near eccentricity integrated noise signiﬁcantly throughout the duration
of the display (2r = 235.6 ms), the other four conditions had a consistently shorter
integration window (77.2 ms < 2r < 89.1 ms) without major differences, as if it was
measured from psychophysical channels sharing the same temporal properties.
Fig. 5. Average templates across space (N = 3) (A) and their low and high spatial
frequency magnitudes (B). Panel A shows the proﬁles obtained in space by
averaging across the nine temporal frames of the template matrix. The upper graph
reports data for the three conditions of the NE experiment: neutral (squares,
straight line ﬁt), Cue (circles, dotted line ﬁt) and Cue 250 (triangle, dashed line ﬁt);
the lower graph plots the two conditions of the FE experiment. The connecting lines
are spline curves while error bars of each point report the SEMs. The noise stimuli
contained a substantially ﬂat distribution of spatial frequencies within the range
limited by the resolution of the stimulus (1–5 cpd for NE; 0.2–1 cpd for FE). In order
to estimate the relative contribution of the spatial frequency channels across
conditions, we have performed a FFT analysis and reported, in the bar graph of
panel B, the FFT magnitude of the two lowest frequencies (dark bars; 1 + 2 cpd for
NE; 0.2 + 0.4 cpd for FE) ﬂanked by the summed FFT magnitude of the two highest
frequencies (bright bars; 4 + 5 cpd for NE; 0.8 + 1 cpd for FE). In the NE experiment,
the Cue condition shows a strong unbalance in favor of high frequencies that is not
evident in the other conditions.
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Cue and the Cue 250 condition and at Far Eccentricity. The cueing
effect is clearly signiﬁcant at 3 of eccentricity but it disappears forlonger cue-to-target intervals in 2 out of 3 observers. Interestingly,
at 9 of eccentricity the cueing effect on accuracy persists, although
it is weaker than at 3.
Fig. 6. Variance templates for the NE (1st to 3rd row from top) and for the FE experiment (4th and 5th row from top) (A) and temporal structure of the spatially central bar of
the variance templates (B). Each panel in (A) reports the variance spatiotemporal pattern of variance values for each observer (AC, CB and NM) and condition. The top panel in
(B) reports the average activation of the 2nd order kernel in the spatially central bar, i.e., the one containing the target, for the NE experiment. Error bars plot the SEMs. The
bottom panel in (B) reports the same analysis for the FE experiment. The Neutral and the Cue 250 conditions of the NE experiment as well as the Neutral condition of the FE
experiment show that target present responses are correlated with strong variability at the onset of the stream of noise frames and a monotonic reduction of variance with
time. In the Cue conditions, the average activation of the variance template is close to null in the NE experiment (top panel in (B)), while it is reduced in almost all frames in
the FE experiment (bottom panel in (B)), possibly suggesting that the external, transient cue captures attention more effectively than strong variations of noise luminance
preceding the stimulus by around 100 ms, as postulated by Neri and Heeger (2002).
Table 1
Mean and standard deviation of the accuracy values for different observers (columns)
and conditions (rows). Data are averages of the 100 blocks of 100 trials.
Condition Observers
AC CB NM
Neutral 3 75.1 ± 6.4 72.6 ± 6.8 77.6 ± 4.4
Neutral 9 72.6 ± 5.9 74.7 ± 4.7 77.8 ± 4.9
Cued 3 77 ± 4.9 77.7 ± 6.7 81.6 ± 4
Cued 9 75.8 ± 6.6 76 ± 3.9 78.1 ± 4
Cued 250 76.4 ± 4.2 75.5 ± 6.7 78.7 ± 4.8
Table 2
Statistical comparison between key conditions for individual observers. The cueing
effect on accuracy is clear and highly signiﬁcant at Near Eccentricity but it disappears
(in two out of three observers) when the temporal distance between cue and signal
increases to 250 ms. Accuracy is affected by the cue also at Far Eccentricity but the
effect is weaker.
AC CB NM
Uncued vs. Cue 125 NE <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Uncued vs. Cue 250 NE 0.71 <0.01 0.9
Uncued vs. Cued FE 0.02 <0.01 0.04
Cue 125 NE vs. FE 0.073 0.015 <0.001
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In the ﬁrst experiment, we compared the spatiotemporal char-
acteristics of the perceptual templates obtained with spatio-tem-
poral noise patches for detecting a luminance increment in noise
during three attentional conditions. In the Neutral Condition, the
luminance increment appeared in one of two parafoveal streams
of noise bars and subjects had to report the side of the increment.
In the Cue condition, a transient signal was displayed 120 ms be-
fore the target onset on top of the central bar of one of the two
patches on a random base, thus providing no information on the
actual location of the target. We used this uninformative cue in or-
der to elicit speciﬁcally automatic and stimulus-driven transient
attention and to avoid voluntary sustained attention or cognitive
strategies (e.g., Carrasco et al., 2004; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002).
We also tested a third condition (Cue 250) where the cue-to-target
lag was longer (250 ms) so that the timing of the cue fell outside
the window of attentional capture, which is known to be triggered
by pre-cues preceding the target by 50–180 ms (Carrasco et al.,
2004).
Fig. 2 shows the 1st order templates (mean templates; formula
1) obtained in the three conditions for our three observers. Results
are very similar and consistent across observers. In the Neutral
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lently on the central spatio-temporal pixels of each array, that is
around the space and time of the luminance increment. This corre-
sponds with the results of Neri and Heeger (2002). The observers’
decision was affected by noise appearing within a temporal win-
dow of about 100 ms (4–5 frames) peaking at the central frame
that contained the signal. In other words, while observers were
spatially well tuned to the central bar containing the target, they
showed a certain degree of temporal uncertainty. Conversely, noise
never affected the observers’ decisions when occurred in the ﬁrst
and last 2–3 frames, indicating that observers were able to disen-
tangle noise samples in these frames from the actual target (Neri
& Heeger, 2002). In the Cue condition instead (bottom row) we
found a narrower activation of the perceptual ﬁlter in the spatial
dimension, highlighted by an increase of inhibition (blue areas in
Fig. 2) around the location of the target. It is important to highlight
that we determined in preliminary analyses that the templates cal-
culated from False Alarms alone (i.e., without Hits) show the same
effect shown here, or larger. This ﬁnding suggests that, in the Cue
condition, observers were more able to exclude noise samples spa-
tially falling around the target location. On the other hand, tempo-
ral uncertainty is extended throughout the duration of the
stimulus array, as highlighted by the elongation of the ﬁlters along
the temporal dimension. When spatial attention allocates the re-
sources to the cued location, decision reﬂects integration of noise
throughout the duration of the noisy stimulus.
In the Cue 250 condition, where the cue-to-target asynchrony
was increased to 250 ms (Fig. 2, middle row), we observed no
change in the spatio-temporal templates compared to the Neutral
Condition. These data exclude that the results of the Cue condition
are due to a response bias or to a strategy of the observer of basing
the response on the cued matrix, independently on the stimulus,
and conﬁrm that we have observed a transient attention effect.
In summary, these results show that with transient attention
we analyze visual information with a wider temporal window
but a narrower spatial window, leading to a decrease in temporal
resolution and an increase in spatial resolution. In other words,
in attended locations observers were more able to disentangle
the target from the noise in the spatial dimension, but they were
more uncertain about the time of target onset, showing a loss of
temporal resolution.3.3. Experiment 2. Far Eccentricity (FE)
The results obtained in Experiment 1 are consistentwith the idea
that transient attention introduces a parvocellular bias to the per-
ceptual coding (Yeshurun, 2004; Yeshurun&Carrasco, 1998; Yeshu-
run&Levy, 2003). In order to verify the parvocellular contribution to
the effects obtained at near eccentricities, in a second experiment
we repeated theNeutral and the Cue conditions by changing the size
and the eccentricity of the stimulus. It is well known that the parvo-
cellular system gradually spaces out with eccentricity (e.g., Azzop-
ardi, Jones, & Cowey, 1999). While in the NE experiments the
stimulus contained two sequences of luminance bars, each with
dimensions 0.1  1.1, centered at 3 of eccentricity, in the FE
experimentwemoved the twopatches to an eccentricity of 9, using
0.5  5.5 bars. We scaled the stimulus size in order to match the
target visibility in the NE and FE experiments. The cue size and dis-
tance from the stimulus were expanded accordingly by a factor of 5.
If our results in the NE experiment reﬂected an effect of transient
attention mediated by parvocellular-like mechanisms, we should
observe no attentional effects (or strongly reduced effects) in the
mean template derived in these conditions, even though the tempo-
ral conﬁguration of the cue is ideal to elicit transient attention. Fig. 3
shows that the data are in line with the hypothesis. At far eccentric-ities, perceptive ﬁelds of all observers in the Neutral condition
showed their typical structure,withactivations temporally centered
around the frame of the signal and no activation in the ﬁrst and last
frames. However, in the Cue condition no attentional effect on the
mean templates was observed and the perceptual ﬁlters in the
Neutral and the Cue conditions shared the same spatial and
temporal characteristics.3.4. Attentional change of time and space coding
The 2D template analysis shown in the previous paragraph sug-
gests two different effects of transient attention, respectively on
the temporal and the spatial component of the template. We then
performed separate ‘1D’ analyses across space and time in order to
obtain a better quantitative and qualitative understanding of the
effects. Figs. 4 and 5 show the results of separate analyses of the
spatial and the temporal dimensions of the perceptual ﬁlters mea-
sured in the two experiments. Data are calculated by averaging
across observers, which was legitimated with such a small sample
(n = 3) by the fact that they all showed similar characteristics, in
both space and time, and the average was not going to be skewed
by one outlier. The top and middle graphs of Fig. 4 plot the average
values of the central slice of the spatio-temporal templates (i.e., the
column spatially aligned with the target) for all the experimental
conditions of the NE and the FE experiment, respectively. Each
dataset was ﬁtted with a gaussian function and its parameters re-
ported. The Neutral conditions of the two experiments, the Cue
condition of the Far Eccentricity experiment and the Cue 250 con-
dition of the Near Eccentricity experiment are virtually identical,
with overlapping parameters, whereas in the Cue condition of
the NE experiment the Gaussian curve is much broader. The bar
graph at the bottom of Fig. 4 summarizes the standard deviations
of the gaussian ﬁts. These data show that, in the Cue condition at
Near Eccentricity, noise is integrated within a temporal window
that is at least twice as large than all the other conditions tested,
suggesting that mechanisms with different temporal properties
are involved in this condition.
The top and mid panels of Fig. 5 report the average spatial dis-
tributions of template activation, obtained by averaging across the
nine frames constituting the temporal dimension of our stimulus.
At a visual inspection it appears that spatial resolution improves
in the conditions when temporal resolution was impaired (i.e., in
the Cue condition of the NE experiment). In particular, there is
no difference between the Neutral (squares) and the anticipated
cue condition (triangles), while the transient cue (circles) causes
a sharp peak of activation at the target location and two lobes of
inhibition in the immediately adjacent noise bars. In order to verify
whether this implies a sharper ﬁlter, which along with a coarser
temporal resolution would be coherent with a parvocellular bias,
we performed a Fourier analysis of the traces reported in Fig. 5
and compared the magnitudes of the high frequency and the low
frequency bands, plotted in the bar graph of panel B of Fig. 5. In
the Cue condition of the NE experiment, a strong imbalance in fa-
vor of high frequencies is present in the spectrum of the perceptual
ﬁlter. At Far Eccentricity, low frequencies are dominating in the
two conditions, even though the imbalance is reduced in the pres-
ence of the cue, possibly indicating a residual effect.
In summary, the perceptual ﬁlters measured in the neutral and
the Cue 250 condition show no difference, while in the transient
cue condition a sharp peak of activation at the target location to-
gether with two lobes of inhibition in the immediately adjacent
noise bars was found. At the same time, the transient cue condition
has revealed a broader response of the perceptual ﬁlters over time.
Taken together, these analyses indicate that spatial resolution im-
proves in the conditions when temporal resolution is impaired,
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sharper channels, with a sustained integration window, in at-
tended locations.
3.5. Second order templates
Fig. 6A shows the 2nd order spatio-temporal templates, i.e., the
variance templates (see formula 2 in the Experimental Procedure
section) for our three observers and for each condition. Since we
were speciﬁcally interested in the temporal variations of the 2nd
order templates across different conditions, in Fig. 6B we plot the
average variance kernel of the central bar in space (i.e., the one
containing the target) as a function of time. In the Neutral condi-
tions of both the NE and the FE experiment our data show that
the detection task is inﬂuenced by early variations of noise occur-
ring near the onset of the stimulus, which is consistent with previ-
ous data obtained with similar paradigms (Neri, 2000, 2011; Neri &
Heeger, 2002). In other words, abrupt variations of the luminance
of noise samples preceding the target by about 100–120 ms yield
more likely to target present responses. It is important to notice
that Neri and Heeger (2002) interpreted this result as reﬂecting
the effect of transient attention, which would be automatically re-
cruited by abrupt variations of luminance. The results of our exper-
iments conﬁrm this interpretation. Speciﬁcally, in the presence of a
transient cue, the early activation of the second order template,
which is present in the other conditions, disappears (Fig. 6A, third
row of NE experiment and 6B, upper panel). A transient cue that
precedes the stimulus by 250 ms (Fig. 6A, second row of NE exper-
iment and 6B upper panel) does not capture attention for long en-
ough to be able to mask the effects of random transients induced
by the noise, while in the Far Eccentricity condition, the cue re-
duces such an activation (Fig. 6A, second row of FE experiment,
and 6B, lower panel) but leaves the general pattern unaltered. This
result suggests that the transient cue replaces the abrupt lumi-
nance changes across noise samples preceding the stimulus that
recruited transient attention in the neutral condition.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we have provided a direct behavioral mea-
sure of the effects of transient attention on both temporal and spa-
tial resolution of the visual system using spatio-temporally
modulated noise in a 2AFC detection task. By relying on the
assumption-free Classiﬁcation Images technique (e.g., Ahumada
& Lovell, 1971; Eckstein & Ahumada, 2002; Ringach, Hawken, &
Shapley, 2002; Solomon, 2002), we sketched the spatio-temporal
perceptive ﬁelds that observers exploit to detect the presence of
a faint signal in spatio-temporal noise in the presence of a transient
attention cue.
First of all, we found that transient cues preceding a visual
target by 120 ms capture the observers’ attention and improve
performance in the cued location, even though they are com-
pletely uninformative about the actual location of the target. The
analyses of the mean (1st order) templates reveal that transient
attention increases spatial resolution while decreasing temporal
resolution. These effects on mean templates disappear when the
cue precedes the target by a longer interval -and is substantially
reduced when the stimuli are displayed at farther eccentricities
and their size scaled. In summary, we found that, in a spatial task,
transient attention increases spatial resolution and decreases tem-
poral resolution at the same time (Experiment 1), providing data
in substantial agreement with the parvocellular hypothesis of
transient attention (Yeshurun & Levy, 2003). The shift of the
trade-off between spatial and temporal resolution, observed in
the linear templates for our task when attention is captured by
a cue preceding the target by a short interval, does not occuradopting a cue that does not activate the transient component
of attention (Cue 250 condition), conﬁrming that the main effects
of the present research are actually reﬂecting mechanisms of
automatic attentional capture rather than covert or overt strate-
gies of the observers in performing the cued task. Indeed, repeat-
ing the basic conditions at eccentricities that reduces drastically
the action of the parvocellular system reduces the attentional
effects drastically. At 9 of eccentricity, even though we scaled
the stimulus to match the visibility, we did not obtain any effect
in the mean template. However, at such a Far Eccentricity we
obtained an effect on accuracy and a slight reduction of the rela-
tive impact of low frequency component in shaping the mean
template (Fig. 5B). The strength of the 2nd order template mea-
sured in the FE experiment is reduced in all subjects using a Cue
(Fig. 6B). The exact role of the parvocellular system is not entirely
clear, but we believe it is not essential for triggering the mecha-
nisms of transient attention, given that in the Far Eccentricity
experiment accuracy was sensitive to cueing and there was a
trend towards a high-pass bias in the spatial frequency spectrum.
This is consistent with ﬁndings of equal (Carrasco et al., 2004;
Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005) or even larger (Carrasco, Williams, &
Yeshurun, 2002; Carrasco & Yeshurun, 1998; Yeshurun & Carrasco,
1999) effects of attention at large eccentricities or and possibly
indicates that despite the linear ﬁltering may be different, the
basic mechanism of transient attention precedes the selection of
the appropriate channels. An alternative, simpler explanation is
that the cue exerted its effects but it could only elicit residual
‘parvocellular’ activity (e.g., Livingstone & Hubel, 1988) that occur
at 9 from ﬁxation and is hidden in our measure.
The technique used in this study has some interesting property
in relating psychophysical measures with the underlying physio-
logical mechanisms (Neri & Levi, 2006). Even though we should
still be cautious about interpreting the perceptive ﬁelds as reﬂect-
ing the activity of speciﬁc neural channels as opposite to a com-
pound activity of population of neurons with an high spectrum
of spatio-temporal selectivities, the data shown here reveal some
interesting feature that may be read as behavioral signatures of
the underlying neural mechanisms. The spatial activation changes
qualitatively with cueing, with a change in spatial frequency spec-
trum that is revealed not only by sharper positive peaks, but also
by much more pronounced negative peaks (Fig. 5A), i.e., a positive
correlation of the luminance polarity of noise samples overlapping
the test with the test itself and an anticorrelation of the luminance
polarity of adjacent noise bars. Anticorrelations are fundamental to
suggest that behavioral perceptive ﬁelds probe underlying physio-
logical mechanisms rather than being a mere reﬂection of the dis-
tribution of noise in the feature of interest (e.g., Neri, Parker, &
Blakemore, 1999). In the temporal dimension, we do not see any
such anticorrelation and the expansion of the temporal integration
window can also be interpreted as a temporal change in the chan-
nel monitoring throughout the stimulus sequence, or in its ﬁrst
part, due to the fresh, ‘compulsory’ effect of the transient cue.
However, there are at least two key points that weaken this possi-
bility. First, the main change between the cued and the neutral
condition is the introduction of a cue which has a known temporal
relationship with the cue frame; in these condition it is intuitive to
predict a reduction of temporal uncertainty, i.e., a better punctual-
ity in monitoring the right channel at the right time, rather than
the opposite effect. Second, if the transient cue triggers automati-
cally an activation of channels soon after its appearance, we should
have plausibly obtained asymmetric temporal proﬁles, whereas
the Gaussian functions plotted in Fig. 5A (red symbols and curve)
is perfectly symmetric for noise frames preceding and following
the target, central frame.
The ﬁndings of the present study suggest that, when spatial
attention is captured by an exogenous cue, the activity of the
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cellular system, is favored in the cued location (i.e., Yeshurun,
2004; Yeshurun & Levy, 2003), making the system more sensitive
to the details for longer integration times. This attentional mecha-
nism might be related to other perceptual phenomena. Several
studies have observed longer perceived durations of visual targets
with attention (e.g., Enns, Brehaut, & Shore, 1999; Mattes & Ulrich,
1998; Yeshurun & Marom, 2008). It has also been shown that sacc-
adic eye movements are accompanied by a selective suppression of
the magnocellular activity (Burr & Morrone, 1996; Burr, Morrone,
& Ross, 1994). It is a common observation that saccadic move-
ments are preceded by attentional shifts towards the saccadic tar-
get (Cavanagh et al., 2010; Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Kowler et al.,
1995; Rolfs et al., 2011; Shepherd, Findlay, & Hockey, 1986), and
attention processes share many processing sites with eye move-
ments (Andersen et al., 1990; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kustov
& Robinson, 1996). Finally, Yeshurun (2004) observed that the
using of isoluminant stimuli, to which the magnocellular system
is blind, attenuates drastically the impairment of attention on tem-
poral resolution.
In summary, our data clearly show that at least at near eccen-
tricities, the improvement of performance with transient attention
reﬂects a structural change of linear ﬁlters to units with higher
spatial resolution and lower temporal resolution, in agreement
with the parvocellular hypothesis of attention (Yeshurun & Levy,
2003). What is the role of these changes in the chain of processes
triggered by attentional capture is still partly unclear. Indeed, this
study raises several points for further studies, such as the possible
differential effects of attention across eccentricities, the possible
inﬂuence of a temporal task on the pattern of results that we ob-
tained here with spatial demands and the differences between spa-
tial and temporal attentional cues. One of the crucial points to be
better understood is the differential inﬂuence of a temporal task
or a temporal cue. We are planning to repeat these experiments
during a temporal task (e.g., gap detection between two target bars
in an experiment similar to those of the present work) in order to
clarify whether the effect of transient attention on perceptual ﬁl-
ters depends on task demands or whether it is hardwired. It is pos-
sible that observers who are asked to report a temporal feature of
the stimulus used in the present experiment are facilitated by
attention, or it is possible that transient attention continues to im-
pair the temporal resolution of visual system in spite of task de-
mands, as Yeshurun and Levy (2003) found in their experiment.
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